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How parents can 
help children in Mathematics 

 

• “Parents can be great teachers of Maths in 
their own home.  Once you start looking at 
ways you can help your child improve their 
Maths skills, you’ll be surprised by how many 
everyday things actually involve  Maths”      

                                                            (Glenys Reid) 

     Numeracy Specialist 
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How parents can 
help children in Mathematics 

 

• School is not the only place where 
children learn Mathematics. 
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How parents can 
help children in Mathematics 

• Parents’ attitudes towards mathematics 
have an impact on the children’s 

attitudes. 
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How parents can 
help children in Mathematics 

• It is important that children see  
Mathematics  fun and meaningful. 
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How parents can 
help children in Mathematics 

• Your home is full of opportunities to explore 
Mathematics with your child. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Here are some tips for parents to help their 
child at home to enjoy Mathematics. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Looking for numbers around you on 
monuments, door numbers, car registration 
plates, newspapers, books, etc. 

 Is this number odd or even or prime?   

 What’s 10 more/less to that number? 
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Helping your child at home 

• Keeping track of how your child spends time in 
a 24-hour period. 
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school

eating

homework and reading

playing and watching TV

sleeping

having a bath and getting
dressed



Helping your child at home 

• Ordering and sequencing 
when doing an everyday 
activity like getting 
dressed, having a bath 
and so on. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Hunting for shapes around the house. 

• Discuss the properties of these shapes. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Talking about directions when walking around 
or playing with toys. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Playing games involving matching, recognising 
numbers, shapes, counting and also strategic 
thinking such as sudoku, dominoes, 
mastermind, etc. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Helping your child to read analogue and digital 
clock times and discuss duration of events, 
such as television programmes, dancing 
performance shows, etc. 
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Television 
Programmes 

Total number 
of minutes for 
actual show 

Total number 
of minutes 

used for 
adverts 



Helping your child at home 

• Recording your child’s weight and height and 
discuss changes. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Counting the 
number of 
footsteps and 
the things 
around you 
whilst walking. 

• Working out 
distances and 
directions from 
maps. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Sorting things out and putting things away 
e.g. shopping, toys, cutlery, clothes, etc. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Weighing, measuring 
capacity and timing when 
cooking. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Comparing 
objects 
according to 
size, weight, 
capacity, 
etc. 
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Helping your child at home 

• Figuring out how to share food items among 
family members. 

“So, there are 17 cherries and 3 of us. How many 
cherries should each person have?” 
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Helping your child at home 
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• Handling amounts of money when shopping 
and estimating totals. 

• Working out prices of sale items, e.g. 20% off. 

 

 



Helping your child at home 

• Stimulating their 
thinking with mental 
activities.  
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Helping your child at home 

• Browsing through 
sites specifically 

designed for parents 
to help their children 
learn Mathematics. 
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Encourage your child to be POSITIVE 
about Mathematics 

• Be positive and enthusiastic about Maths 
yourself; 

• Help the children build their self confidence 
through praising; 

• Allow the child to be the ‘teacher’; 

• Show how Mathematics is applied to real life 
situations; 
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Encourage your child to be POSITIVE 
about Mathematics 

• Let your child know that everyone can learn 
Maths; 

• Point out the ways in which different family 
members use Mathematics in their jobs; 

• Be positive about your own math abilities; 

• Encourage your child to be persistent if a 
problem seems difficult; 
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Encourage your child to be POSITIVE 
about Mathematics 

• Praise your child when s/he makes an effort; 

• Treat errors as an opportunity for your child to 
learn something new. 
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CONCLUSION 

Parents have to keep in mind that: 

‘The goal of mathematics education today is to 
develop a lifelong understanding that is useful 
both at home and in the workplace.  Whatever 
your child chooses to do in life, having a strong 
understanding of mathematics will open doors 
to a productive future.’ 
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